Evaluating Fiscal Policy with a Dynamic Simulation Model
By ALAN J. AUERBACH AND LAURENCE J. KOTLIKOFF *
Those schooled in the shifting curves of
static and steady-state macro models may
not fully appreciate the dynamic nature of
fiscal policy. Simple blackboard models can
convey neither the timing nor the magnitude
of responses to short- and intermediate-term
fiscal policies, nor can they isolate the impact of fiscal policies on transitional generations. There is also a range of issues, such as
deficit finance and the relative efficiency of
alternative tax structures, that cannot be
properly addressed without solving for the
economy's transition path.
Recent experience has provided several
experiments in dynamic fiscal policy, including the accumulation of large amounts of
official government debt, expected future
changes in the level of social security benefits, shifts in the tax structure, and increases
and then reductions in investment incentives. Each of these policies has important
transitional as well as long-term effects. The
analysis of these effects is possible using a
dynamic general equilibrium numerical simulation model.

and to study the impact of demographics on
saving and economic growth.
Like other numerical simulation models,
this model provides an alternative to comparative statics analysis. The practice of
signing derivatives is replaced here with
simulations of policy changes and sensitivity
analysis of how policy changes depend on
taste and technology parameters. The results
obtained with such a model are no less general than those obtained using comparative
statics. Simulation models have the additional advantage of applying to large
changes in tax policy instead of the infinitesimal changes for which the derivatives of
comparative statics are valid. This ability to
study large changes is very important in the
analysis of economic efficiency; one of the
most basic results in public finance is that
the deadweight loss of a tax rises in proportion not to the tax rate itself, but to its
square. Such nonlinearities may be especially
important when one is considering the
simultaneous application of several policies.
II. The Model

I. A DynamicSimulationModel
The simulation model is described in detail in our book. However, a broad outline of
its characteristics and the method of solution
will provide a basis for interpreting the results presented below.
The model is composed of households,
firms, and the government. Households live
for 55 periods (age 20 to 75). They are
assumed to have rational expectations and to
maximize a CES lifetime utility function of
consumption and leisure subject to the
budget constraint that the present value of
consumption not exceed the present value of
after-tax labor income plus transfers. There
are also nonnegativity constraints on the
labor supply of each individual in each cohort
at each age. When the shadow wages associated with these constraints are positive, the
individual is retired.

In a series of our papers (1983a,b,c,d;
1985a, b; and our paper with Jonathan
Skinner, 1983), and in a book (1987), we
have developed such a dynamic general equilibrium numerical simulation model. We have
used the model to study a range of fiscal
policies, including deficit finance, changes in
the tax structure, changes in the degree of
tax progressivity, increases in investment incentives, and Social Security reform. We have
also used the model to study the incidence
and efficiency of alternative fiscal policies
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Our CES utility function has constant intertemporal elasticities of substitution, y and
p, respectively. It also has a time preference
rate 8, and a leisure share parameter, a.
Based on empirical evidence about these
parameters, we set a = 1.5, 8 =.015, p =.8
and y =.25. In all simulations reported here,
a 1 percent annual population growth rate is
also assumed. The budget constraint depends not only on the interest rate r and the
wage profile w, (our cross-section age-wage
profile is based on estimate of Finis Welch,
1979), but also on the average tax rates on
capital income, labor income, and consumption, the payroll tax used to finance Social
Security, and the level of Social Security
benefits. In cases when the tax system is
progressive, the average tax rates vary with
the size of the tax base. This dependence is
considered in the optimization decision, with
both marginal and average tax rates affecting
the household's choices.
The model has a single output, produced
by identical firms that are assumed to behave competitively and to have a CES production function in labor and capital. The
production function is normalized so that
the wage in the base case is 1.0. In the base
case, we use a Cobb-Douglas production
function with capital's income share equal
to .25.
Labor is assumed to be a variable factor
of production, leading firms to set the marginal product of labor equal to the gross
wage. Capital is assumed not to depreciate,
and changes in the capital stock are subject
to quadratic adjustment costs. This convex
cost of adjustment leads to the smoothing of
investment, so that outside of the steady
state, the marginal product of capital will
not necessarily equal the interest rate, and
the value to the firm of an additional unit of
capital may diverge from its replacement
cost. The ratio of this market value to the
replacement cost of capital is Tobin's "q"
ratio (Fumio Hayashi, 1982).
There are actually two sources of variation
of the value of the firm per unit of capital:
changes in the value of marginal q associated with the costs of adjusting to new investment and changes in the relative val-
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uation of old and new capital due to changes
in the tax-based distinction between new
and existing capital goods. For example, such
a distinction arises when new capital receives
investment incentives, such as the investment tax credit, for which existing assets do
not qualify. Both adjustment costs and tax
distinctions between new and old capital can
produce significant changes in stock market
values of capital.
The government in this model has a main
fiscal authority that raises taxes to pay for
government spending on goods and services
and a separate social security system which,
like the actual U.S. Social Security system, is
unfunded. The government's budget constraint is that the present value of taxes
equals the present value of government
spending plus the initial stock of debt.
III. The Model's Solution

The calculation of the equilibrium path of
the economy given a particular parameterization typically proceeds in three stages: 1)
solving for the long-run steady state of the
economy before the assumed change in fiscal
policy begins, 2) solving for the long-run
steady state to which the economy eventually converges after the policy takes effect,
and 3) solving for the transition path the
economy takes between these two steady
states. The perfect foresight assumption is
critical only in this third state, since any
model of expectations formation would predict correct expectations in a steady state.
The solution method is one of iterating to
find a fixed point.
After solutions for the initial and final
steady states of the economy are found, the
economy's transition path is calculated by 1)
providing the economy with 150 years to
reach the new steady state (many more years
than it actually takes for the model to reach
a position indistinguishably close to the final
steady state), and 2) solving for behavior
during those 150 transition years fixing expectations for years after 150 at the final
steady-state values that will, in fact, obtain.
Variations in initial guesses and the number
of years permitted for the transition to take
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place have never produced changes in the
solutions obtained.'
IV. SimulationResults
Some selected simulations provide an indication of the surprising aspects of fiscal
policy not evident from earlier static analyses. We focus on three issues that have been
of particular interest to economists in recent
years: the choice of tax base, the impact of
investment incentives, and the effects of
budget deficits.
A. Income vs. ConsumptionTaxes
Since the careful studies produced by the
U.S. Treasury (1977) in the United States
and the Meade Committee (Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1978) in the United Kingdom,
and the influential papers by Martin Feldstein (1978) and Michael Boskin (1978),
economists have wondered whether reducing
or removing capital income taxation's discrimination against future consumption
would increase economic efficiency. Since
time invariant proportional taxation of consumption does not affect the rate of return
available to saving, the discussion has often
focused on switching from the income tax to

'Previous analyses of uniqueness with overlapping
generations models (for example, Guillermo Calvo, 1978,
and Timothy Kehoe and David Levine, 1985) have
provided examples in which there is a continuum of
transition paths to the new equilibrium. The nonuniqueness problem arises if there are more stable roots to the
linearized version of the system in the neighborhood of
the final steady-state equilibrium than initial conditions.
The requirement of convergence eliminates only the
unstable roots, leaving, in some cases, a continuum of
feasible paths that satisfy the initial conditions. While
we have not explicitly calculated the roots of a linearized version of our model, such analysis has been
conducted for a similar model by John Laitner (1984).
He found the transition path to be determinate, with
the number of stable roots equal to the number of
initial conditions. His results, together with our own
findings that, in practice the solution calculated by our
model does not depend on the initial guesses chosen for
the transition path, strongly suggest to us that indeterminacv is not a problem.
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a personal consumption tax rather than simply removing capital income from the tax
base (see, generally, Joseph Pechman, 1980).
The basic efficiency argument is that the
increased labor supply distortion of such a
switch would be more than offset by the
reduced saving distortion. As is well-known,
this is a question of "second-best" economics to which there is no simple general
answer, but the academic literature including
papers mentioned above and, in particular,
one by Lawrence Summers (1981), argued
passionately that the efficiency gains from
reducing capital income taxation would be
quite large because of the relatively high
elasticity of savings with respect to the interest rate.
Static efficiency calculations ignore what is
probably the most important issue in the
switch from income to consumption taxation: the intergenerational redistribution of
the tax burden. Since consumption tends to
occur later in life than income, a switch to
consumption taxation shifts each year's tax
burden toward the elderly. The result is that
the current elderly population pays more,
while subsequent generations pay less by
having their tax payments deferred to older
age. This provides a substantial increase in
the long-run utility of generations in the
eventual steady state, equivalent, in our
model, to a permanent increase in consumption and leisure of about 6 percent assuming
an initial income tax rate of 30 percent.
Removing capital income taxation directly
from the proportional income tax base, that
is, switching to a wage tax, while equivalent
in a static model to adopting a proportional
consumption tax, has quite different results
in a dynamic model, since there is an opposite tax windfall. The existing elderly population gains from the shift in tax burden to
wages, which occur earlier in life on average
than income. This makes them better off, but
makes all subsequent generations worse off;
in the eventual wage-tax steady state welfare
is reduced by over 4 percent of lifetime
consumption and leisure. The very different
intergenerational transfer effects of these two
"equivalent" tax policies are shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. WEALTH EQUIVALENTS

Thus a dynamic analysis shows that the
long-run impacts of switching to consumption vs. wage taxation are quite different. So
too are the efficiency impacts of the switches
to consumption and wage taxation. By taxing the consumption financed by preexisting
wealth, the consumption tax base equals the
initial stock of wealth plus the present value
of all future wages, rather than just the latter
as under a wage tax (Christophe Chamley,
1983). This tax on initial wealth arising under the consumption tax is a lump sum tax
and explains why the consumption tax is
more efficient than the wage tax.
To analyze the efficiency gains of switching tax bases our model includes a Lump
Sum Redistribution Authority (LSRA) that
transfers resources across generations in a
lump sum fashion. In our efficiency transition calculations, the LSRA maintains the
preexisting utility levels of generations initially alive at the time of the tax change, and
any efficiency gains (losses) are allocated
across subsequent generations in such a way
that all subsequent generations enjoy a uniform increase (decrease) in utility. In these
LSRA transitions, we found that switching
from the 30 percent income tax to the equal
revenue consumption tax permits an increase
in utility for all subsequent generations which
is equivalent in the initial steady state to a
permanent increase in lifetime consumption
and leisure of 1.7 percent, while abolition of
capital income taxes, that is, switching to
wage taxation, induces a decline of 2.3 percent. Hence, perhaps 60 percent of the
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difference between the non-LSRA changes in
long-run welfare under labor income taxation and consumption taxation is attributable to intergenerational transfers.
It should be emphasized that certain policies that appear to resemble the consumption tax, such as expanding the limits on
contributions to individual retirement accounts, do not offer the efficiency gains of
consumption taxation because they share
with the repeal of capital income taxes the
crucial feature of exempting from taxation
the consumption of existing wealth.
The presence of progressivity reinforces
these findings for two general reasons. First,
since distortions are worse with higher
marginal tax rates, any efficiency gains associated with a reduction in distortions will be
magnified. Second, the fact that average as
well as marginal tax rates under progressive
taxation rise with the tax base reinforces the
shift in the tax burden and its associated
distortions to the elderly under a consumption tax and toward the working population
under a labor income tax. Hence, the distinction between these two "equivalent" tax
bases is even greater than indicated by the
proportional tax simulations.
B. InvestmentIncentives
The increase in accelerated depreciation
allowances under the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981 was viewed by many as a
windfall to corporations and the owners of
corporate shares. More careful analysis suggests the opposite, and this is confirmed by
our simulation results. First, consider the
theoretical impact of investment incentives.
The introduction or enhancement of investment incentives not only encourages investment, it also lowers the present value of
taxes on new investment, while leaving
unchanged the present value of taxes on old
capital. Because old capital is at a tax disadvantage, its market value must fall. In the
case of an investment tax credit, for example, the effect will be to drive the value of
old capital down to the cost of new capital
net of the investment tax credit, for which
only new capital qualifies. The short-run impact of adjustment costs, on the other hand,
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will be to mitigate this fall in the stock
market value of old capital; with adjustment
costs, old capital earns rents on the installation of new capital.
A drop in the value of capital, combined
with a cut in the tax burden on new investment, is good for savings but bad for old
people, just like a consumption tax. In fact,
investment incentives in the presence of an
income tax are not only just like consumption taxes; they are consumption taxes. This
equivalence is most easily seen for the ultimate acceleration of depreciation allowances, immediate expensing, though it is just
as true in other cases. Under expensing, the
firm pays taxes on income net of new investment, just as an individual would under a
consumption tax, since income net of saving
equals consumption. And, as under a consumption tax, all income net of saving is
taxed, even though some of it may be income earned on preexisting assets. The only
difference is that in this case the tax is
collected at the firm level and capitalized
into the value of existing capital goods, rather
than paid by the individual upon consumption. It thus represents a firm-level rather
than an individual-level consumption tax.
Given this equivalence, it is somewhat
surprising that a policy that in one form is
seen as so unfair to the owners of capital is
seen when presented in a different form as so
unfair to everyone else. The fact that adjustment costs may offset the windfall loss to
existing capital caused by the introduction
of investment incentives does not change the
equivalence. It would be present as an absolute increase in the value of assets under
the direct consumption tax.
Our simulations suggest that the windfalls
associated with a move to investment expensing may be quite large. For an adjustment cost parameter of b =10 (on the low
end of empirical estimates, but by no means
small), we find that a move from a 15 percent income tax to the same tax with complete expensing (i.e., a consumption tax) reduces the value of the existing capital stock
by nearly two-thirds the size of the tax rate
cut on new investment, or about 9.5 percent.
There are other results that may appear
surprising but become less so when the
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equivalence of investment incentives and
consumption taxes is remembered. For example, it is quite possible for an increase in
investment incentives to raise revenue without the economy being on the wrong side of
the Laffer curve. In our paper (1983b), we
present a simulation in which investment
incentives are introduced and financed, in
the short run, by issuing debt. In the simulation the income tax rate is held constant at
30 percent for a period of 20 years. During
this time the increase in the tax base associated with the investment incentives leads to
an increase in revenue which is sufficient to
retire the government debt issued at the beginning of the transition. After year 20, the
income tax rate must be reduced to prevent
accumulating an infinite surplus. Thus, the
crowding in from switching towards a consumption tax base exceeds the crowding out
from the short-run deficits. While the investment incentives are cuts in business taxes,
not everyone in the model experiences a tax
cut, and the distributional effects of the shift
in the tax burden lead to the observed outcome.
C. Deficits, CrowdingOut, and CrowdingIn
As recent experience suggests, most students of fiscal policies appear to believe that
deficits arising from tax cuts will be associated with short- and long-run crowding out
of capital and short- and long-run increases
in interest rates. While our simulation studies of deficit policies confirm these long-run
predictions, we find that, except for tax cuts
of very long duration, deficits arising from
tax cuts will be associated with short-run
crowding in of capital and short-run declines
in interest rates. The simple explanation is
that tax cuts have substitution as well as
income effects. In the short run, individuals
take advantage of the temporarily low tax
rate on wages and the return to capital by
working and saving more. One response to
this line of argument is that substitution
elasticities are potentially small. While this
may be true, our model assumes fairly small
substitution elasticities. What is not, however, typically understood is that although
substitution elasticities are small, the change
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IMPACT OF DEFICIT FINANCING

S/Y

W

r

L

Crowding Out under Alternative Deficit Policies
Initial Steady State
0.037 1.000 0.067 19.10
1-Year Income Tax Reduction
Year:
1
0.049 0.991 0.069 19.80
2
0.034 1.002 0.067 19.04
0.034 1.001 0.067 19.04
3
4
0.035 1.001 0.067 19.04
5
0.035 1.001 0.067 19.04
10
0.036 1.000 0.067 19.05
30
0.037a 0.998 0.067 19.07
0.037a 0.997 0.068 19.08
60
90
0.037a 0.997 0.068 19.08
Final Steady State
0.037a 0.997 0.068 19.08
5-Year Income Tax Reduction
Year:
1
0.046 0.992 0.069 19.76
2
0.045 0.992 0.068 19.74
3
0.044 0.993 0.068 19.73
4
0.043 0.994 0.068 19.71
5
0.026 1.006 0.066 18.83
10
0.028 1.002 0.067 18.87
30
0.032 0.992 0.069 18.96
60
0.036 0.987 0.070 19.02
90
0.036 0.987 0.070 19.02
Final Steady State
0.036 0.987 0.070 19.02
20-Year Income Tax Reduction
Yeair:
1
0.034 0.994 0.068 19.58
2
0.033 0.994 0.068 19.56
3
0.031 0.994 0.068 19.55
4
0.030 0.994 0.068 19.53
5
0.029 0.993 0.068 19.51
10
0.023 0.991 0.068 19.45
30
-0.014
0.964 0.075 17.72
60
0.011 0.888 0.096 18.08
90
0.020 0.867 0.103 18.11
Final Steady State
0.023 0.856 0.107 18.13

K
95.1
95.1
95.4
95.3
95.3
95.3
94.9
94.2
93.9
93.9
93.9
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Note that in the 1- and 15-year tax cuts the
saving rate is larger in year 1 and in years 1
to 14, respectively, than in the initial steady
state; hence, crowding in occurs under these
short-term tax cut policies until the tax rate
is increased. After the tax rate is increased
crowding out proceeds, but fairly slowly.
The example of short-run crowding in
arising from short-run tax cuts demonstrates
that a policy that is ultimately detrimental to
capital formation can appear, in the short
run, to be increasing savings. Thus there is
the potential to misread policy by focusing
too strongly on the short-run impacts.
V. Conclusion

95.1
95.3
95.6
95.8
95.9
94.6
91.3
89.9
89.7
89.7
95.1
95.0
94.9
94.8
94.6
93.3
76.1
56.0
50.8
48.5

Note: S= net national saving; Y =net national product; W = wage rate; r = interest rate; L = aggregate
labor supply; K = capital stock.
a This saving rate is below that in the initial steady
state to the fourth decimal.

in tax rates may be substantial and, therefore, have a substantial impact on relative
prices of consumption vs. leisure, and consumption today vs. consumption tomorrow.
Table I reports the simulation results of
33 percent cuts in the income tax rate lasting
1 year, 5 years, and 20 years. The table gives
the saving rate, S/Y, the income tax rate,
W, the pretax interest rate r, the level of
labor supply, L, and the stock of capital, K.

Dynamic simulation models can resolve a
number of important issues that cannot be
adequately considered in static or steadystate analyses. The results from dynamic
analyses can be quite surprising. We, at least,
were surprised to learn that deficits are most
likely to cause short-run crowding in and
lower short-term interest rates, that investment incentives are detrimental to capitalists, that business tax cuts may be
self-financing, that the degree of tax progressivity is as important as the choice of tax
base for issues of savings and efficiency, that
official government debt is a highly unreliable measure of the government's true economic debt policy, and that while baby
"busts" like those underway in the United
States are bad for social security, they are,
on net, likely to be beneficial to the economy.
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